377th DENTAL SQUADRON

MISSION

LINEAGE
377th Dental Squadron

STATIONS
Kirtland AFB, NM

ASSIGNMENTS
377th Medical Group

COMMANDERS

HONORS
Service Streamers
Campaign Streamers
Armed Forces Expeditionary Streamers

Decorations

EMBLEM
On a disc Azure, between in dexter a molar Argent, encircled by the atomic symbol Gules, and in sinister a Rod of Asclepius Sable, serpent entwined Argent, a stylized delta issuant from dexter base ascending to sinister chief and arching to dexter chief with a dual contrail Or, voided of the field, all within a narrow border Yellow. Attached below the disc, a Blue scroll edged with a narrow Yellow border and inscribed “377TH DENTAL SQUADRON” in Yellow letters. Attached above the disc, a Blue scroll edged with a narrow Yellow border and inscribed “YOU KNOW THE
DRILL” in Yellow letters. **SIGNIFICANCE:** Ultramarine blue and Air Force yellow are the Air Force colors. Blue alludes to the sky, the primary theater of Air Force operations. Yellow refers to the sun and the excellence required of Air Force personnel. The molar tooth surrounded by the atomic symbol is emblematic of the Squadron’s support of the daily nuclear deterrence mission of the U.S. Air Force. The streaming delta symbolizes the global reach associated with the Air Force flying mission. The Rod of Asclepius is an ancient symbol associated with the practice of medicine and healing to show the unit’s secondary mission of providing healthy warriors in support of Air Force missions.
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